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A simple phenomenology is developedfor the decayand transport of turbulence in
a constant-speed, uniformly expanding medium. The fluctuations are assumedto
be locally incompressible,and either of the hydrodynamic or non-Alfvenic magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) type. In order to represent local effects of nonlinearities,
a simple model of the Karman-Dryden type for locally homogeneousturbulent
decayis adopted. A detailed discussionof the parameters of this familiar one-point
hydrodynamic closure is given, which has been shown recently to be applicable
to non-Alfvenic MHD as well. The effects of the large-scale flow and expansion
are incorporated using a two-scale approach, in which assumptions of particular
turbulence symmetries provide simplifications. The derived model is tractable and
provides a basis for understanding turbulence in the outer heliosphere,as well as
in other astrophysical applications.

1. Introduction
While the theory of turbulence is of great fundamental interest, in many theoretical applications there is a need to represent the effects of turbulence in a simple
and reasonably accurate way within the confines of a broader physics model. The
motivation for the present paper is a familiar situation of this type that occurs in
space and astrophysical plasmas: a wind or other radially expanding flow carries
with it evolving plasma turbulence. A prime example,and the main application that
we have in mind, is the solar wind (Barnes 1979; Goldstein et at. 1995). However,
similar ideas may be relevant to stellar winds, and to the turbulent expansion of
supernova remnants and galactic winds.
Our goal is to developa model that will provide a basic understanding of plasma
turbulence in these expanding media, adopting a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
approximation. The most basic information sought is the radial profile of both the
turbulent energy and the local decayrates, for turbulence that is either freely decaying during its radial transport, or else driven in a way that is readily modelled. For
simplicity, we shall assumethat the large-scaleflow is spherically symmetric with a
constant speed which is everywhere greater than the Alfven speedassociatedwith
the large-scalemagnetic field. The fluctuations are assumedto be short-wavelength,
so that we can exploit scale-separationto developa transport theory. This suggests
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the treatment of nonlinearities as locally homogeneous,an approximation that has
some observational support in the solar wind (Matthaeus and Goldstein 1982a,b).
We shall adopt as basic variables the relevant turbulent energy densities (per
unit mass),and associated outer length scales,that characterize the size of interacting energy-containing eddies.This minimal representation allows connections to
be made with observed or inferred radial (or temporal) profiles of turbulent fluctuations. Another issue that influences the degree of complexity of this model is the
rotational symmetry of the fluctuations. If no assumptions are made,the transport
theory involves the full correlation tensors, and transport of individual turbulent
components (Marsch and Tu 1989; Zhou and Matthaeus 1990a).However,if a fixed
symmetry is assumedto be maintained, there is considerablesimplification. Here we
shall assumeeither isotropic fluctuations or fluctuations that are two-dimensional
(2D) relative to a specifiedaxis. The 2D model is motivated by recent observational
studies of the solar wind (Matthaeus et al. 1990; Bieber et al. 1996).
To ensure a tractable model, which might nonethelessbe relevant to many circumstances,we adopt the simplifying approximation that the MHD fluctuations
have zero cross-helicity, meaning that the magnetic and velocity field fluctuations
are uncorrelated. This type of turbulence is often referred to as non-Alfvenic. In
addition, we assume that the ratio of kinetic energy to magnetic energy in the
fluctuations is independent of time and uniform in space.Observed conditions in
the outer heliosphere (Roberts etal. 1987a,b)are also consistent with these approximations.
The output of the model is the space and time dependenceof the fluctuation
energies and the correlation length scale(s).The model also provides decay rates
of the turbulence. These in principle are connected with the radial profile of the
turbulent heating rate, although we shall not pursue this here.
The models we obtain are related in obvious ways to 'K -t:' engineering models of hydrodynamic turbulence (Jones and Launder 1972; Bradshaw et al. 1981).
Much of the main content of the present models can be extracted, through various assumptions, from the much more complex MHD transport models of Zhou
and Matthaeus (1990a), Tu and Marsch (1990, 1993) and Matthaeus et al. (1994).
Indeed, the daunting algebraic complexity of these full MHD spectral transport
models is an important motivation for the present effort to extract physically intuitive simplifications of the expanding small-scaleturbulence problem. Connections
to these theories will be pointed out at various points in the presentation.
As a first step, in the following section we describe a scale-separatedtransport
theory for locally homogeneoushydrodynamic turbulence. In Sec. 3 we discuss a
class of familiar simple phenomenologiesfor homogeneoushydrodynamic turbulence. We emphasize how the choice of parameters in these models corresponds
to distinct physical assumptions within the context of the original assumptions.
Sections 4 and 5 assemblethe MHD scale-separatedtransport model for zero cross
helicity and constant ratio of kinetic to magnetic energy densities. In Sec. 6, both
general and special solutions are presented and discussed.

2. Hydrodynamic turbulence in a uniform radial wind
Let the fluid velocity field V = U + u be separated into a mean flow U and a
fluctuating part u. For an appropriate space-time (or ensemble)averagingprocedure
(.. .), let us define U ==(V), and require (u) = O. The mean flow U varies only
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slowly in space,and the rapid spatial variations of the fluctuation u forces it to
vanish under the averaging procedure. In the usual way, we start from the N avierStokes equation p({)VlOt + V .VV) = -Vp + d, with pressure p and dissipative
term d. We assume that the fluctuations are short-wavelength compared with the
scale of variation of the mean field U, and that the small-scale fluctuations are
incompressible, V .u = o.
An equation for the evolution of the two point correlation tensor ~j(r) = (Uiuj) ==
(Ui(X)Uj(X+ r)) (the prime I denotes separation by spatial lag r) follows by a standard procedure: The mean of the Navier-8tokes equation is subtracted from the
full equation, providing an equation for the evolution of u. The ith component of
this equation is multiplied by uj and ensemble-averaged;the trace of the result is
{)~.(r) + U. V~i(r) + 2Rij(r)VjUi = NL,
T

(2.1)

where Rfj = ~j + Rji, the nonlinear, dissipative and pressure terms are grouped
into the right-hand side and designated by NL, and the summation convention on
repeated indices is observed.The transport equation for the mean square fluctuation amplitude (twice the fluctuation energy per unit mass)follows by evaluating
the previous equation at r = 0:
8U2

at + U. VU2+ 2(UiUj)V jUi = NLu.

\-".-"J

To evaluate basic models of the nonlinear term NLu, a dynamically evolving
length scale is required. A convenient choice is the correlation length Aw = Lw/U2,
defined in terms of the correlation integral Lw. The direction w is chosentemporarily to be the i direction, in a locally Cartesianright-handed coordinate system with
axes in the i, 2, .1 directions, so that

Lw = I

,.00

dW~i(W,O,O).

,,0

Below we shall make specific choices for the w direction. The time development of
Lw follows by integrating (2.1) over x with the other components of r held at O.
Thus we obtain

8Lw
.+U.VLw
8t

+2

100 Rij(w,O,O) dW] '\7iUj = ~LL,

(2.4)

where now NLL denotes the effects of associated nonlinear terms upon Lx.
The tensor contraction terms on the right hand sides of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4)
depend on the geometry of both the fluctuations and the large-scaleflow. For the
present case of interest, uniform radial expansion at speed U, relative to a local
Cartesian coordinate frame with radial direction r = i, we find

(

'\7iUj =

0

0

0

0
0

1
0

0
l.f

These terms simplify further under the assumption that the turbulence has fixed
rotational symmetry properties, independentof the radial coordinate. Here we consider two possible choices: isotropic turbulence, for which {UiUj} = !8ijU2, and
locally two-dimensional (2D) turbulence that is isotropic in a two-dimensional plane
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perpendicular to a direction designated by Bo that lies at an angle 'P relative to the
outward radial direction r.
For isotropic turbulence and uniform outflow, (UiUj)V jUi = iU2U IT. It is straightforward to show that

where the constant parameter Bu3,specific to the 3D isotropic hydrodynamic case,
depends upon the choice of the direction of the coordinate w, the correlation function having zero argument for the two directions transverse to w.lfthe correlation
length is measured in the r direction, Lw -+ Lr and Bu3 = 1; if the correlation
length is measuredin a direction normal to the radial, Lw -+ LN and BU3=
For the 2D case,the variance matrix, in a coordinate system in which Do = Boi,
is just ~(I- ii)U2; rotating this by an angle 'P brings the radial to the i direction.
After then contracting with (2.5), we find for this casethat
2(UiUj)V'jUi = Uu2(1 + cos2'P).
r

.

,--,
,-- -,

To compute the correlation integral for 2D turbulence, again starting from a
Do = i coordinate system, we adopt the convention that the correlation integral is
computed by integrating in the 2;direction, but the relationship of this coordinate
system to the radial direction is not yet established. For this coordinate system, it
is easy to see that
0
L2
0

~)

where £2 = J Raa(O,y, 0) dy. Upon rotating by angle 'P so that r coincides with the
i direction, we find that

]

{<XJ Rij
2D (W)dw V iUj -BU2-;:-'
-L2U
2 .10

(2.9)

The parameter Bu2,for the 2D case,has the value Bu2 = 2 cos2'¥ when the correlation integral is in the (r, Bo) plane, and has the value Bu2 = 2 when the correlation
direction w is normal to both the T and Bo directions.
The isotropic and 2D results can be summarized by the pair of equations
~at + U~Or + ~U2
r
8Lw- + U~
at
Or

+ ~Lw
r

= NLu,
= NLL.

(2.10)
(2.11)

The values of the parameters A and B corresponding to the severalcasesdiscussed
above are summarized in Table 1. In order to complete the model, we must now
establish explicit models for the nonlinear terms.
3. Local phenomenology and constants
In this section we ignore effects of spatial inhomogeneity and discussthe simplest
class of phenomenologiesfor homogeneousturbulence. The model decay equations
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for the RMS velocity u(t) and a characteristic (large-scale)length t(t) (with both
quantities assumedto have the same characteristic decaytime T(t) = tju) are
du2
&
= -aT'u3

(3.1)

dt = (3u,
dt

(3.2)

with a, (3 ~ O.We refer to them as the Karman-Dryden equations. Theseequations
are implicit in Karman and Howarth (1938), but it seemsDryden (1943) was the
first to write them down explicitly (seehis p. 15, where his A = !a and B = (3).
Taylor's (1935) model is equivalent to (3.1) with (3 = 0 (i.e. t = constant).
One frequently choosest to be the longitudinal correlation length All, with Allu2 ()(
JoooRll (x, 0, 0) dx. However, we make the association introduced in the previous
section -that t = Aw, with the direction w determined according to the problem at
hand. For isotropic turbulence, Aw = 2AII; for 2D turbulence with w perpendicular
to the ignorable direction, Aw = All.
Equations (3.1) and (3.2) have exact solutions, first discussedby Dryden (1943).
Observing that u2ta/{3= const yields (Hossain etat. 1995)
u(t) = u(to) [1 + A(t -to)] -0/(0+2,8) ,
t(t) = t(io) [1 + A(t -to)] 2,8/(0+2,8)
,

(3.3)
(3.4)

where the characteristic time for the developmentof self-similar decay is

.!.=

2

A

to

a+2{3Uo'

",.",

and the zero subscript signifies evaluation at t = to. Note that A depends on the
absolute values of a and {3.
For t ~ 1jA, these are power-law solutions, depending only on the ratio aj2{3.
Experiments suggest that, approximately, u2(t) <X1jt, implying that aj2{3 = 1 or
a = 2{3,i.e. a straight line through the origin in the (a, {3} plane, as depicted in
Fig. 1.
If we require that there really is only one time scalein the decay,i.e. T = A-I,
we must have
a = 2 -213,

(3.6)

another straight line in the (a, 13)plane.
Thus, if we insist on (a) a single time scale, and (b) matching the 'experimental
decay law' then this mandates a = 1 and 13 = ~. Orszag (1977) provides another
argument for why ~ rv tl/2 and u2 rv lit, which relies on perfect (not just asymptotic) power-law forms of the solutions, and clearly connects these values of the
constants with the Karman-Howarth
(1938) hypothesis of self-preservation of the
shape of the correlation functions during decay. In brief, Orszag argues as follows,
for isotropic turbulence.
(a) It is exactly true that

1
00

~

dt

()(

u

k2E(k,t)dk ()(~'
0

2

(3.7)

""
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the values of a and ,8 that form the parameter spacefor the
decay model, (3.1) and (3.2). The lines indicate values appropriate for constant Reynolds
number (a = 2,8),Saffman's model (a = 3,8),Kolmogorov's model (a = 5,8)and the values
for which the two characteristic time scalesare equal (a = 2 -2,8). The point corresponding
to the Karman-Howarth self-preservation property is a = 1, ,8 = !, indicted by the small
black box. Shaded values are disallowed becausethe Reynolds number is increasing in time.
where E(k, t) is the omnidirectional
croscale.

energy spectrum and AT is the Taylor mi-

(b) Suppose that the spectrum of the decaying turbulence is of a self-preserving
form at aU scales:
E(k) = U2(t) f(t) F(kf(t)),

(3.8)

with JoOO
F(x) dx = 1.
(c) Substituting

this into (3.7) yields
du2

cx-u2

dt

~2

1

°O

X2F(x) dx,

0

(d) Assuming a power law for energy decay, i.e. u2(t) oc (t -to)-n, (3.9) implies that
t oc (t -to)1/2. In fact, any length scale characterizing the turbulence could be
used in place of t, since they are all proportional to each other by virtue of the
self-preservation

assumption (3.8).

(e) Assuming further that (3.1) holds, it follows that n = 1. Comparing with the
exact solutions (3.3) and (3.4) of the model decay equations (3.1) and (3.2), the
correspondence of a = 1 and .B = i to the Karman-Howarth
assumption of
self-preservation is evident.

Dryden (1943) and later Karman and Lin (1949, 1987)showed that self-similar
decay for all scalesrequires, in addition, constancy of the Reynolds number u~/ 1I,
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or equivalently that
d
lit
(ut) = 0,

(3.10)

since the kinematic viscosity, v is assumedconstant (and uniform)
Now, from (3.1) and (3.2),
d

1

dt (ut) = (fJ -2a)u

2

.(3.11)

Clearly,the caseof self-similar decaycorrespondsto a = 2fJ,the samecurve required
for matching with experimental results at 'late' times. Furthermore, since it is
unphysical for the Reynolds number to increase with time in unforced, decaying
flows, we must have
a ~ 2fJ.
(3.12)
Thus the portion of the (a, fJ)plane below the line a = 2fJis not relevant (and is
shaded in Fig. 1). Note that the quantity uf can also be thought of as a turbulent
viscosity, and the (physically) allowed region of parameter space in Fig. 1 is that
for which the turbulent viscosity is non-increasing,while values a = 1 and fJ = l
correspond to a constant turbulent viscosity.
There are also various theories of turbulent decay that involve departures from
self-preservation. A number of these can also be cast into the simple form of (3.1)
and (3.2), including the models of Comte-Bellot and Corrsin (1966; a = fJ(r + 1)
for r = const), Kolmogorov (1941; a = 5fJ), Saffman (1967; a = 3fJ) and Taylor
(1935; fJ = 0, i.e. f = const). These models also yield straight lines in the (a, fJ)
plane (Fig. 1). The intersections of these lines with the single timescale line (3.6),
provides perhaps the best way to determine the appropriate absolute values of
a and fl. Each of these theories is based upon specific physical properties that
may be of relevanceto the choice of constants. For example,Kolmogorov's (1941)
model is based upon the observation that invariance of the Loitsianskii integral
requires a departure from self-preservation at the longest scales. The family of
models considered by Comte-Bellot and Corrsin (1966) makes an assumption of
a non-self-preserving power-law energy spectrum at the very longest scales,and
includes Kolmogorov's model as a specialcase.Taylor's (1935)original assumption
that f = const gives energy behaving as U2(t),...,t-2, and may be most appropriate
when 'finite-box-size' effects limit the growth of the correlation scale.
So far, direct simulations show that at best a and fJ only tend asymptotically to
constants (seee.g. Hossain et al. 1995); it is to be hoped that this is only because
attainable Reynolds numbers are too small. However, Hossain et al. (1995)find that
a = 1, fJ = ! is a reasonable choice of parameters for 3D periodic hydrodynamic
turbulence at large-scaleReynolds numbers of a few hundred.

4. MHD turbulence in a spherical wind
MHD turbulence involves a magnetic field B that can be expressedas a meanplus a
fluctuating component,i.e. B = Bo+b,where (B) = Bo is slowly varying in space,and
the angle bracket is defined as in the hydrodynamic case.It is convenient to discuss
the phenomenology of MHD decay in terms of the Elsasser (1950) representation

Phenomenology of turbulence in an expanding medium

by defining
b

--'z :f:- = v:J::
(47rp)I/2 =V+VA
.~ .n,

(4.1)

where v is the velocity, b is the magnetic field and v A is the magnetic field in
Alfven speed units. The plasma density p is assumed constant and VA = Bo/(47rp)I/2
denotes the large-scale magnetic field in Alfven speed units.
Of particular relevance here are estimates for the turbulent decay of the meansquare values of the Elsasser fields, Z; ==(Iz+ 12)and Z:. ==(lz-i2), and of the mean
value D == (z+ .z-), where (...) denotes a volume average over a representative
parcel of homogeneous turbulence. The kinetic and magnetic energies per unit mass
of the fluctuations are Ev = !(lvI2) == !U2 and Eb = !(IVAI2) == !v~, and the total
turbulent energy per unit mass is E = Ev + Eb. Here we shall assume the special
case of vanishing cross-helicity, Hc = ! (v. v A) = 0; this type of fluctuation is often
called 'non-Alfvenic' because the fluctuations lack the correlations between velocity
and magnetic field that are characteristic of unidirectionally propagating largeamplitude Alfven waves such as those observed in the inner solar wind (Belcher
and Davis 1971). The difference between the kinetic and magnetic energies (i.e. the
residual energy) is ED ==Ev -Eb = !D, and is assumed here to have a value that
is a specified fraction of the fluctuation energy density. That is, we specify

---D

O"D-i

2E

-- E" -E"

'" Q\

Eu+Eb

We associatecorrelation lengths A+ and A- with the Z; and Z.:. fluctuations, respectively, and a correlation length AD with the energy difference D. Theselengths
reflect the typical size of eddies in the energy-containing range. In analogy to the
hydrodynamic definitions, the integrals L:i: = J Hit dw over the correlation functions Hi; = (ztzh serveto define the correlation lengths A:i: through L:i: = Z~A:i:'
Similarly, LD = J RgS(w)dw = DAD defines the energy-difference correlation
length, where Rf]s is the symmetric part of the cross-correlation (z7zj'). It is understood that the correlation integrals extend from zero to infinite separation, and
will depend in general upon the choiceof rectilinear coordinate w in the integration.
The derivation of scale-separatedMHD turbulence transport equations for weakly
inhomogeneousplasmas proceedsalong the lines of the hydrodynamic case,and in
particular for the solar wind has been written explicitly by Marsch and Tu (1989),
Zhou and Matthaeus (1990a)and Matthaeus etal. (1994). A denovo derivation would
start from the compressible MHD equations, and develop transport equations for
the correlation functions. The latter, along with auxiliary definitions are given by
Zhou and Matthaeus (1990a)as their equations (49)-(52). The equations for the
correlation functions H~ couple to several other transport equations, including
those for the correlation functions (z7 zj'). The complexity of the full transport
formalism is not needed here in view of the several simplifying assumptions we
adopt. A significant level of simplification is seenin the transport equations for the
energy-containingeddies,given by Matthaeus et al. (1994). However, even that case
is more general than what we require here.
A useful starting point is equation (19) of Matthaeus et al. (1994), providing
equations for the transport of the Elsasser fluctuation variances Z~. Neglecting
terms of order V A/U, and noting that we have assumed Z; = z.:. == Z2, these
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reduce to a single equation:
az2
Iii: + U .V Z2 + Z2V .(~U) + M D = Nz.

(4.3)

The term Nz on the right-hand side representsthe nonlinear interactions that are
responsible for spectral transfer. The modelling of these terms will be discussedin
the next section. The symbol M is the zero-cross-helicity version of the mixing
terms M:!: associatedwith the two Elsasserfields (Zhou and Matthaeus 1990a),and
depends upon the assumedsymmetry of the small-scaleturbulence. In particular,
it depends on the form of the symmetric part of the energy-difference correlation
tensor R8S(r = 0) (cf. Zhou and Matthaeus 1990a). If the turbulence is threedimensional then the tensor is simply a multiple of the unit tensor I, while for 2D
turbulence in the plane perpendicular to B, it is proportional to 1- DD. The explicit
forms for zero Hc are

M2D = v. (!U) -HH : (VU) =

U 0082 'P

r

\'Jo.D}

In the rightmost equalities of (4.4) and (4.5) we have substituted the form of M
appropriate for uniform-speed spherical expansion.
The term M D in (4.3)can now be written explicitly for the situations of interest.
Making use of (4.2) and the properties of the uniform expansion,we arrive at
(MD)3D = U
-,
~O"DZ2

(4.6)

for the 3D isotropic case,and

for the 2D geometry.
As with the hydrodynamic case,an equation will be needed for the correlation
scales. Actually, there are two correlation lengths A:f: within the context of the
assumptions so far, and it is necessaryto make an additional assumption at this
time to arrive at a single correlation-length equation. Adopting the condition that
L+ = L- is equivalent to asserting that the areas under the correlation functions H~
and Hit are equal. Then, since we already have Z~ = Z:., it follows that A+ = A_.
Equation (25) of Matthaeus et al. (1994) then reducesto a single equation for the
correlation integral L = L+ = L_,
8L +U. VL + LV. (~U) + jIIii(W)dW
at

= NL,

", 0\

where once again terms of order VA/U are omitted. The term involving llii expressescouplings of the small-scalecorrelations to the large-scalegradient tensors,
and is analogousto the integral term in (2.4). Again there is some freedom in reasonable choicesof the direction of integration w. For 3D turbulence the choice is
somewhat arbitrary, while for 2D turbulence it is reasonable to restrict it to be
orthogonal to Bo. In the zero-cross-helicity case llij = ll7j = llij, the latter is
defined by equation (26) of Matthaeus etal. (1994). In the small-VA/U limit, these
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reduce to

aXj

(4.9)

Integration is over the local, small-scale separation variable w, so large-scalevariables and their derivatives are treated as constant. There is a constraint among the
components of the symmetric part of any solenoidal tensor (Orszag 1977), which
Rf;s satisfies for locally incompressible flow, which leads to the convenient expressions
(4.10)
for fully 3D isotropic turbulence, and

1

00 RP

0

'J

's dw = LDWiWj

(4.11)

for 2D turbulence distributed uniformly normal to the mean magnetic field. The
integration is carried out along the unit vector w, with w .Bo = 0 in the 2D case.
When these expressionsare incorporated above,the evolution of L is explicitly
coupled to the evolution of LD and to the mean flow. Involvement of LD requires
either including an additional model equation for its evolution or making a closure
approximation that allows elimination of LD. One possibility is to assume that
AD = A, so that LD = DAD becomesLD = O"DZ2
A = O"DL,using (4.2).
For isotropic fluctuations having R8B = !l)ijD, two possibilities for the direction
of computing the integral over II in (4.8) are, once again, the radial w = r and the
normal w. r = o. For the radial-w case,employing (4.10) and (2.5),we conclude that
J lIii(w) dw = O. If a direction normal to radial is chosen,we find for the isotropic
case that J lIii(w) dw = LDU j2r.
For the 2D case,we let Lw -+ LN, selecting w to be normal to both the radial
and the Bo directions. Using (4.11) gives the result that JlIii(w)dw = LDUjr. For
w in the (R, Eo) plane, we designatethe correlation integral as LrB. In this case
the 2D result becomesJlIii(w)dw = (2 COS2
qt -l)LDUjr.
For each of the above
cases,we can use the LD = O"DLclosure to represent the (4.8) entirely in terms of
L, at the expenseof including the parameter O"D.
The above approach to the LD closure issue produces a tractable theory, but
it suffers from the somewhat arbitrary selection of the correlation direction w.
Another approach, and one that we have favoured in applications so far of the
present ideas, stems from the observation that LD, not itself a positive-definite
quantity, is actually the difference (Zank et al. 1996) betweenthe area under the
velocity field autocorrelation and the area under the magnetic field autocorrelation.
If we assert that these areas are equal, it implies that either AD = 0 or that D = O.
Since the latter will not in general be enforced,we may adopt the assumption that
AD = o. This implies then, for all the symmetries of interest, and independent of
the choice ofw, that JlIii(w)dw = 0'. This eliminates the 'mixing' term, and the
appearanceof 0"D, in the correlation integral transport equation, and considerably
simplifies the transport model. The LD = 0 approximation appears to be rather
reasonable and nearly in accord with the solar wind measurementsreported by
Matthaeus and Goldstein (1982a).
The results for the MHD correlation integral transport equation are
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summarized by

~ +u~+ ~L=NL.
at

Or

(4.12)

r

The coefficient B includes contributions from the last two terms on the left-hand
side of (4.8), and depends as well upon the approximation discussedabove. The
values of B are summarized in Table 1.

5. Nonlinear MHD and the transport model
The remaining task in assemblingthe MHD phenomenologyis to model the locally
homogeneousincompressible MHD turbulence effects embodied in the nonlinear
terms represented by Nz in (4.3) and by NL in (4.8). The choice of one-point
closure models for MHD is, in principle, more complicated than for hydrodynamics
for a number of reasons,e.g. effects associated with cross-helicity (Dobrowolny et
al. 1980),Alfvenic propagation effects caused by nonzero Bo (Kraichnan 1965),as
well as possible effects of the partitioning of energy between kinetic and magnetic
ingredients (effects of D). In the present models, however, Hc = 0, and finiteHc effects are not a concern. In addition, several recent computational studies
of homogeneous MHD phenomenologies (Hossain et al. 1995; Verma et al. 1996)
provide valuable information.
In the spirit of the one-point energy decay model used above for hydrodynamics, we adopt for MHD the model suggested by Hossain et al. (1995), which for
homogeneousMHD turbulence has the energy decay equations

~

= -a~.

dt

(5.1)

A:i:

The parameter Q ~ 1 when the applied magnetic field Bo ~ 0, and a ~ ! when
Bo ~ 1. This parameter emulates the effects of spectral anisotropy. The model is
completed by length-scale equations
d)"z = fJzZ'F.
&

(5.2)

This model simplifies for Hc = 0 (Z2 = Z~) to the equivalent of the KarmanDryden model, which we adopt as a model for the local nonlinear effect in (4.3),
Nz =

( dZ2
-= )
dt

-aT'Z3

(5.3)

nonlinear

provided that we adopt, as we did in the previous section, the approximation that
the correlation lengths are equal for the ::I:fields, )..Z= )...This turbulent decay rate,
sometimes called the 'Kolmogorov' rate, seemsto have been applied for the first
time to solar wind heating by Coleman(1968).
We can now assemblethe full model for the evolution of turbulent energy that
is subject to uniform expansion and nonlinear effects, by writing
az2
-+Uat

az2
Or

AU
+ -Z2
r

= -a-,

Z3

(5.4)

)..

The parameter A = 1 + !UD for isotropic turbulence, while A = 1 + COS2
'P UD for
2D turbulence.
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It is easy to transcribe the model length-scale equation by noting that, along
with (4.3), (4.12) implies
8>"
8>"
m+U&+

(B -A)U
r>..=N).,

(5.5)

where N). is the appropriate nonlinear model term, A is the coefficient appearing
in (5.4) and B is the coefficient in (4.12). As we have seenin the previous section,
these coefficient8 vary according to the geometry of the turbulence and the choice
of correlation length.
The assembly of the MHD length-scaletransport equation is completedbyadopting the local nonlinear model suggestedby Hossain et al. (1995),which reduces in
the present context to

N;x=

(~
)
= fJZ.
dt nonlinear

(5.6)

Once again, this is the MHD analog of the Karman-Dryden model.
The final form of the length-scale transport equation becomes

~ + u~ + ~A = fJZ,

(5.7)

where C = B -A, and these coefficients are summarized in Table 1 for the various
caseswe have considered. In the next section we shall always choosea = 1, fJ = ~.
However, in applications in which the mean field Do is strong, somwhat smaller
values of a may be appropriate, as discussedby Hossain et al. (1995).

6. SteadySolutions and Discussion
The equations for MHD transport ofnon-Alfvenic fluctuations, neglecting terms of
order V A/U, (5.4) and (5.7), are formally identical to the hydrodynamic transport
equations (2.10) and (2.11), with the exception that the parameters A and B differ.
For hydrodynamics, A varies between 1 and 2, while for MHD it ranges from 0
to 2. The hydrodynamic case,not surprisingly, is the aD -+ 1 limit of the MHD
parameters A and B for all casesconsidered. Because of this similarity, we shall
employ the notation Z2 and U2interchangeably.
Here, we consider severalsolutions to the steady-state transport equations. Note
that it is sometimes convenientto write the coefficient A = 1 +a, with a = cos2'P aD
for 2D turbulence, and a = ~aD for isotropic turbulence.
The non-turbulent limit of the transport equations, lacking dissipation, can be
recovered formally by letting Z -+ 0, or equivalently, >. -+ 00. A dissipationless
solution of interest is the one with a = 0, A = 1, for which the transport equation
reduces to

u~
dT

+ ~Z2 = O.

(6.1)

T

This is equivalent to the familiar \VKB transport model (Hollweg 1974; Zhou and
Matthaeus 1990b; Verma and Roberts 1993) for non-interacting waves propagating
in an expanding wind. Specifying the fluctuating energy density (per unit mass) on
a surface T = TO,and denoting values at T = TOby a zero subscript, the solution is
z2 /Z~ = To/T,

(6.2)
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which corresponds to fluctuation energy per unit volume that behaves as pu2 I Pou~ "-'
(rolr)3, where a density scaling pi Po = (ro/r)2 is assumed.
When a = -1, the 'mi.xing term' takes on it largest negative value, and A -+ O. In
the case of slab or 2D turbulence, A = 0 requires that the winding angle 1/1= 0 and
that aD = -1, corresponding to all the energy in magnetic fluctuations. Thus this
case does not occur in hydrodynamics. In the absence of dissipation, the solution
is Eb = (lbI2/47rp) = const, or

b/bo = ro/r,

(6.3)

where bis the RMS magnetic fluctuation. This is equivalent to the result derived by
Jokipii and Kota (1989) for the radial dependenceof polar heliospheric magnetic
fluctuations.
We turn now to the general case in which turbulent dissipation is present, A
is treated as a free parameter, and the transport equation for). enters on equal
footing.
For the general case,we find that the correlation length), satisfies
).
::\;;
=

( -;:
ro )A/2+C Zo
Z'

(6.4)

It follows that the solutions to (5.4) and (5.7) are simply

;

=
Zo

(ro/r)A ,

(6.5)

1 + F[(r/ro)Q -1]

~A = {I + F[(r/ro) Q -1]}1/2 (r/ro) - C,

(6.6)

where the exponents have the values C = B -A, and Q = 1 + C -!A = 1 + B -lA.
The parameters A and B are given in Table 1. The constant F = D/Q, with
D = (Zo/U) ro/ >'0being the ratio of the expansion time TofU to the eddy turnover
time, >.o/Zo,at the source.
For large radial distances,the asymptotic forms are easily identified. In general,
we see that Z2 '" r-(1+C+A/2)while A '" r(1-A/2-C)/2 as r ~ 00. Several limits
are noteworthy. When mixing is absent i.e. A = 1, C = 0, always associated with
O"D= 0 in the present model, one finds asymptotic solutions
Z2/Zg '" (ro/r)1.5,

A/ >.(ro)'" (r /ro)1/4 .(6.7)

This correspondsto equipartition of kinetic and magnetic fluctuations, with energy
per unit volume scaling as r-3.5, slightly steeperthan the WKB scaling (cf. eq. (49)
et seq.). In the solar wind this solution may be relevant in undriven regions in
the outer heliosphere,becausethe mixing terms are expected to be weak at large
heliocentric distances (Matthaeus et al. 1994; Oughton 1993; Zank et al. 1996). The
rl/4 scaling of the correlation length compares favorably with the observational
results of Klein et at. (1991). However, the fluctuation energies in the solar wind
near the ecliptic plane do not fall off this steeply (Roberts et al. 1990). It is of some
interest that energy scaling similar to r-3.5 was reported for some higher latitude
Ulysses observations by Forsyth et al. (1996). In addition, this solution corresponds
to the asymptotic behaviour of 2D expanding hydrodynamic turbulence with 'I' = 0
(i.e. radial field).
The isotropic hydrodynamic limit with radial correlation scale is of general in-
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terest. Its solutions scaleas
u2/U5 '"'" (ro/r)4/3

AI>.o '" (r Iro)1/3

as r/ro -+ 00.
The MHD limit in which mixing is strong (A -+ 0) leads to the effective cancellation of the expansion term in (5.4). Formally, the strongest mixing occurs for 2D
turbulence with O"D= -1 and zero winding angle '¥ = o. For an LD = 0 model, one
recovers asymptotically,

z2/z8rv(ro/r)2,

A/Ao=const,

(6.9)

the energy per unit volume scaling as b2 rv r-4. This scaling correspondsto Taylor's (1935) solution for homogeneoushydrodynamic turbulence with a constant
correlation scale. If instead, for the samekind of turbulence, we model the energy
decay as dependent upon the normal correlation scale LN, and adopt a closure of
the LD = O"DLtype, the asymptotic behavior changesto
Z2/Z~ rv (ro/r),

>'/>'0= (r/ro)1/2,

(6.10)

This casecorresponds directly to the self-preserving Karman-Dryden model, with
a = 1, /3 = !' in (3.3) and (3.4), and is the slowest radial decay of the turbulence
that can occur in the present models. A robust feature of these models is that
excessmagnetic energy (aD < 0) leads to steeper decay of Z with r (seeTable 1),
and slower growth of >..

7. Conclusions
We have investigated a class of simple models for the radial evolution of hydrodynamic and MHD turbulence in a specified radial constant-speedexpansion. These
models and their solutions provide a simple basis for understanding radial evolution of turbulence in spaceand astrophysical situations, including solar and stellar
winds. We expect that these results will be complementary to more detailed theories for the evolution of turbulence in radial winds (seee.g. Marsch and Tu 1993;
Oughton and Matthaeus 1995; Schmidt and Marsch 1995) that may prove to be
more accurate, but are far less transparent because of their complexity. Direct
application of these ideas to observations of solar wind fluctuations, as well as generalization of the present results to include source terms, is an ongoing effort (Zank
et at. 1996).
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